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Step2 naturally playful woodland climber assembly instructions

Whether you're playing in our backyard, spending time in the park, or doing something else... in spring and summer we spend most of our time outdoors. Afterall, being cooped up at home all winter long makes you very valued and needed opportunities to spend as much time in the heat and getting a run outside as much
as we can. We spend most of our days in our backyard, which means I'm always looking for fun things kids can do together... Toys and activities that keep them active, things that arouse their curiosity and allow them to engage in imaginative play, etc. Luckily, I know I can always count on Step2 for great outdoor toys to
do just that! Founded in 1991 on a simple philosophy of quality, value and service backed by a commitment to customer satisfaction, Step2®. What started as a company with only 5 employees has grown enormously over the past 20 years.. becoming the country's largest manufacturer of toys for young children offering a
huge selection of high-quality products for children that build imagination and enrich the family holiday of childhood. In a bid to become a leader in developing innovative products for family and home, Step2 is trying to go A Step Beyond. Over the years we have had many Step2 products. We discovered that we can count
on them for high-quality toys, which are designed to last for years of fun. Whether it's a play kitchen, children's furniture or something else... we are always sure that we will find something that perfectly suits the interests and needs of our children. With Spring officially here now, and temps warming up to the 70s most
days, we've been enjoying the outdoors and enjoying outdoor toys. It's been even more fun this year, from receiving the Step2 Naturally Playful Woodland Climber to reviewing it as a Step2 Test Drive Mama. Features/Benefits: Solid and durable Natural colors and realistic textures 27 high platform Chute-like slide and
ladder Climbing feet holds on both sides of the climber Rotating steering wheel Large lower area For ages 2 + Maximum weight 240lbs Minimum adult assembly When the naturally playful Woodland climber arrived, I couldn't help but wonder how long it would take to connect. Fortunately, after laying the elements and
looking through the user manual, hubby and I found that there was very little assembly required. In no more than 10 minutes, we had a climber together and ready to use! As busy parents of three little ones, it was highly appreciated. When the climber was laid out, I immediately drew attention to its natural appearance. I
love natural colors and realistic textures. Not only is it attractive, but it also blends well into our backyard. It's something that looks great in any environment We have already received some compliments on how nice it looks in our great thing about this climber for kids, like all the Step2 products we came across... is that it
is ongoing. The materials used are durable and I can say they will withstand many applications and weather. As a parent with three little ones who will benefit from this for many years to come, I appreciate it very much. Of course, I wasn't able to check it out long before the kids wanted to try it out. Who could blame
them?! I would love it as a child! Kaelyn and Kaden climbed the Naturally Playful Forest Climber's 27-metre platform. I was amazed at how strong it is, even with both of them hopping around and playing there. It gives me a piece of mind that they are safe when on it. One of the favorite things for kids to do on a climber is
to use a rotating handlebar. Since there are two of them who like to play on this at the same time, I really like that there are two. What I thought would be just fun to keep them active outside, it turned out so.much.more! Their imagination goes wild with this climber and it's really nice to see. They love to pretend to be on a
pirate ship when they turn the steering wheel or play at home in a large area under the climber. Speaking of the area below... this is a wonderful space for sand if you want your children to have a sandpit. So far we have left it open because as I said, kids really enjoy using it as their playhouse. If it was a sandbox, but I
saw it's very nice because there are edges on which they could sit during the game. There are so many possibilities. Something else both children and I really like, there is a slide. I've seen climbers in the past that have small slides... almost too short and small even for my two-year-old. It was nice to see that this gutterlike slide is longer and big enough for both my 2 and 4 years. They love it! They love how quickly they are able to go down. When it comes to getting up on a climber, there are several options that have proven to be a lot of fun for kids. At the age of 2, Kaden prefers a ladder that has big steps for him to easily climb. There
is also foot climbing holds on each side of the climber as well. Kaelyn especially loves them because they are more difficult and fun for her. It took her a while to get to hang him, but she loves it! It seems that there is a lot of space for her feet, making it safe for her to climb. It looks very realistic with rocky textures, and
Kaelyn often tells me that she climbs the mountain. As you can tell, we have thoroughly enjoyed the Naturally Playful Woodland Climber from Step2! The quality is fantastic, and the overall fun and attractiveness are exactly what I would expect from a name like Step2. Kids have had so much fun getting active and using
their imagination as they engage in pretend play. It has already provided many hours of fun, I know... with nice weather season ahead of us... it will use a lot, not only this year ... but many years! You can check out our short video below climber to use and see how many fun features it has to offer young kids! If you are
looking for a great climber for your children, I would definitely recommend checking out Naturally Playful Woodland Climber. While you're Step2.com, be sure to check out their other new toys in the spring as well! Buy it: You can buy Step2 Naturally Playful Forest Climber for $309.99. Win: One very happy reader is about
to win Step2 Naturally Playful Woodland Climber! Mandatory entry - Visit Step2 and let me know the name of another of their great products that we would like to have. Additional entries: (Valid only after the mandatory write is complete. Leave 1 comment for each additional post) 1. 1 additional post - Like Step2 on
Facebook 2. 1 additional post - Follow Step2 on Twitter3. 3 additional blog entries about this giveaway (link to this post and Step2) and leave three comments with the URL to this post. 1 additional post- Follow me on Twitter and tweet about this giveaway (You can tweet once a day for one extra post every day)! You can
copy and paste: #WIN Step2 Naturally Playful Woodland Climber (ARV $309) Ends 4/13 #giveaway5. 3 additional entries- Post my blog button or blog URL to your blog and leave a comment with the URL to your blog. (If it's already there, leave me a comment to let me know) 6. 2 additional entries- subscribe to Mom's
Balancing Act via email (found along the side column) and leave two comments letting me know. 7. 2 additional posts- Like Mom's Balancing Act on Facebook 8. 2 additional entries- Follow my blog publicly on Google Friend Connect 9. Enter any of my other current gifts working now. Leave me a comment on which
one(s).... One entry for each giveaway you enter! Leave one comment for each post you fill out. Be sure to leave your email address with comments or make sure it is visible on your profile so I have a way to contact you if you win! This giveaway will end on April 13th and is open to 48 neighboring US states! ** Products
for this review and giveaway have been provided for free by Step2. All the reviews found here are my own and have not been influenced in any way. The opinions of others may differ from my own.** Of course, these two brands are #1 and #2 in terms of large assembled plastic toys for toddlers. Little Tikes probably has
the edge for his shopping carts, work benches, basketball goals, tee ball sets, and of course the classic Cozy Coupe. They just have more volume and exposure. However, Step2 clearly one step further in climbers, slides and swing sets, as evidenced by their variety and creativity described above. We know that it takes
creativity for children to play these days. Times. really nothing else in the market for young children such as Skyward Summit. Step2 and Little Tikes have a similar reputation and product quality, so we need to consider Step2 to be the best for climbers and slides based on the breadth of choice. Visit step2's blog for more
ideas for outdoor activities. Step2 Climber Assembly Instructions We have assembled links to assembly instructions for larger kits that can have multiple screws and components. Expect larger bundles to last a few hours from game time to time! Course Playful Clubhouse Climber Instructions Step2 Skyward Summit
Climber Climber Playhouse Climber and Swing Set Extension Instructions Should You Buy Step2 Climbers on Amazon or Craigslist? When it comes to new products, Amazon's prices will be competitive with any big retailer like Walmart. Also, if you have Amazon Prime, you will receive free 2-day shipping in the
continental United States, regardless of package size! If you have a truck or you can borrow one, you might consider checking out Craigslist first before purchasing a new kit. As we have already said, these sets last from 3 to 8 years. But the quality of the material will last much longer than 5 years. Therefore, you can
find people in your city, whose Step2 Climber was outgrown long before its life span was over. They may be willing to cut you a deal for take it out of your hands. One trick to finding these deals is entering step step climber site:craigslist.com in the Google search infectious. Bar.
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